
The main task of VBLHEP is to carry out researches
in particle and high-energy heavy-ion physics both on
the JINR in-house facility base and within the frame-
work of international partnership programmes in the

world's largest accelerator centres. Concerning home
facilities, it is assumed to modernize the existing ac-
celerator Nuclotron and build up a new collider facility
NICA.

DEVELOPMENT AND MODERNIZATION OF THE JINR ACCELERATOR COMPLEX

The Nuclotron-M

The Nuclotron is a basic JINR accelerator facility
in high-energy heavy-ion and particle physics. Its mod-
ernization was started in 2007 in the framework of the
Nuclotron-M project. It requires full-scale moderniza-
tion of the cryogenic system, upgrade of the power
supply and quench protection systems, vacuum con-
dition improvement, optimization of the ion source
KRION-2 for the heavy-ion generation, upgrade of the
injection complex, development of the beam diagnos-
tics and minimization of particle losses at all stages of
the beam acceleration. To prepare the accelerator com-
plex for operation as a part of the NICA facility, design
and construction of the new ion source KRION-6T, a
design of a new heavy-ion linac and development of a
new source of polarized particles are required. At the
end of 2009 the major part of the work was completed
for 70Ä80%. The project completion is scheduled for
the end of 2010.

The main results obtained in 2009 concerning the
subsystems of the accelerator complex are the fol-
lowing:

1. Modernization of the Cryogenic System

The upgrade of the accelerator complex cryo-
genic supply system has been completed. It included
heavy repair and full-scale modernization of all low-
temperature aggregates of the KGU-1600/4.5 facility,
liquid helium rectiˇer aggregates MO-800, oil separa-
tors, and other equipment. The upgraded equipment
was tested, commissioned and used during the 39th

Nuclotron run without problems. The term of work
of the upgraded equipment has sufˇciently been pro-
longed and it already meets the requirements of the
NICA/MPD project.

2. Modernization of the Vacuum System
Two stages of the vacuum system upgrade were

completed: improvement of the vacuum in the ring and
creation of the automatic control system for the ring
vacuum equipment.

The average vacuum value in the ring before mod-
ernization was ∼ 5 · 10−7 Torr (nitrogen equivalent at
the room temperature). The average vacuum value mea-
sured in the 38th run (June 2008) was ∼ 5 · 10−9 Torr.

The developed automatic control system provides
remote switch ®on/off¯ of the equipment, measurements
of its parameters, information transfer to the control
room, and protection of the equipment in case of ac-
cidents. The system was made in collaboration with
Czech ˇrms (Vacuum Praha, FOTON). During the 40th
run the system was commissioned and put into experi-
mental operation.

3. Modernization of the Power Supply Systems
Modiˇcation of the power supply system scheme

is in progress now. It includes upgrade of the exist-
ing powerful supply units, construction of new cable
lines, construction of a new quench detection system
and energy evacuation keys. During the 39th run the
successive test of the power supply and quench protec-
tion system was performed at a magnetic ˇeld of about
1.5 T, all the equipment is ready to be tested at the
nominal ˇeld value.
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Development of new power supply units for the or-
bit correction system was started in cooperation with
Electro-Technical Research and Design Institute, Dub-
nica (Slovak Republic). The experimental sample of
the supply unit was tested at the cryogenic test bench
and during the 40th run at the Nuclotron ring.

The upgrade of the electrostatic septum (ES) power
supply is in the ˇnal stage. The goal of this work is
to improve the exploitation parameters to increase the
voltage up to 200 kV, which will permit one to ex-
tract the beam at the Nuclotron designed energy. On
3 January 2010 the system was successfully tested up
to 220 kV.

4. Linac
Modernization of the LU-20 has been done. It in-

cluded:
• alignment of all 59 drift tubes;
• mounting of new power supplies for corrector

magnets;
• commissioning of the new synchronization system

for all linac control channels.
The achieved deuteron current from the laser source

is more than 5 mA (before it was ∼ 3 mA).
5. Heavy-Ion Source KRION
Four runs were performed in 2009 at the electron-

string ion source KRION-2 with a solenoid magnetic
ˇeld of 3 T. These were aimed at the parameters opti-
mization and preparation for the heavy-ion acceleration
scheduled for the beginning of 2010.

In October 2009, ions 124Xe+41, 124Xe+42,
124Xe+43 and 124Xe+44 were produced. 124Xe+42 was
extracted with about 3 · 107 particles per pulse in terms
of the single chosen charge state.

The vacuum and cryogenic vessels for the new
source KRION-6T have been constructed, assembled
and tested. Construction of the 6 T solenoid is in
progress.

6. Development of the Polarized Deuteron Source
This work is in progress in close collaboration with

INR (Troitsk). TDR documentation and ˇrst commis-
sioned elements are to be completed in 2010.

7. Engineering Infrastructure Development
During 2009 the upgrade of the water cooling sys-

tem was continued: new self-rectiˇed ˇlters were in-
stalled onto two water lines of the technological sys-
tems of the accelerator complex (the Nuclotron ring
and cryogenic supply system) and tested during spring
®high water¯ with good results.

A large volume of repairing and construction work
was performed at the VBLHEP site.

NICA/MPD

The goal of the NICA project is the construction
and commissioning of a new JINR accelerator facility to
provide experimental studies on the frontier of the mod-
ern science to investigate properties of hot and dense
hadronic matter, and search for the so-called ®mixed
phase¯ of such matter, i.e., a mixture of quarkÄgluon
and hadron states, as well as for a possible phase tran-
sition.

In 2009 the ˇrst version of the Technical Design
Report [1] was prepared and presented to the PAC ex-
pertise.

The collider rings design is based on the Nuclotron-
type 2 T magnets. Two interaction points are presumed
for the MultiPurpose Detector (MPD) to study heavy-
ion physics and for the Spin Physics Detector (SPD)
to work with polarized beams.

In January 2010, at the 32nd session of the PAC, the
Machine Advisory Committee (MAC) conˇrmed feasi-
bility of the NICA project and strongly supported its
realization.

The design works for the main elements of the
NICA complex are in progress.

The MPD is proposed to study hot and dense bary-
onic matter in collisions of heavy ions over the atomic
mass range A = 1−197 at a centre-of-mass energy up
to

√
sNN = 11 GeV (for Au79+), detection of pos-

sible formation of the ®mixed phase¯, as well as the
detection of violations of P- and CP-parity in strong
interactions.

Two important steps in the MPD project prepara-
tions were done in 2009:

• May 2009 Å the ˇrst version of the MPD CDR [2]
was issued;

• June 2009 Å the ˇrst version of the NICA physics
programme review ®White Paper¯ was prepared.

R&D on the MPD subsystems are in progress.
The 4th Round Table dedicated to the NICA

physics programme and detectors performance was or-
ganized and held at JINR in September.

IREN, LUE-200

The employees of the VBLHEP Accelerator Divi-
sion started up the linear accelerator of the electrons
LUE-200 which is the basic part of the pulse resonance
neutron source IREN, JINR's basic facility for the wide-
range fundamental and applied investigations in nuclear
physics.

THE LHC PROJECTS START UP

In 2009 the ALICE, ATLAS and CMS experimen-
tal setups were successfully started up with the serious
contribution of VBLHEP physicists. An example of the
real event is shown in Fig. 1.

The JINR involvement in the ALICE project is de-
voted to the following major directions:

• design and prototyping of the large dipole magnet,
construction of the iron yoke;
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Fig. 1. An example of the event of pp collisions at 450 GeV in the CMS detector

• procurement and testing of lead tungstate crystals
for the photon spectrometer;

• construction and testing of 125 drift chambers for
the transition radiation detector.

First data on the particle production at a collision
energy of 900 GeV obtained during the 2009 test run
were analyzed and submitted for publication to ®Euro-
pean Physics Journal¯.

In the ATLAS experiment VBLHEP scientists ful-
ˇlled all obligations on the construction of the following
subsystems and putting them into operation:

• 34 straw wheels (3072 channels in each) for the
Transition Radiator Tracker;

• 40% of the liquid argon end-cap calorimeter.
In the CMS project VBLHEP group was responsi-

ble for:

• Endcap Hadron Calorimeters (HE);
• the ˇrst Forward muon Stations (ME1/1).
JINR also participates in the construction of the

Endcap pre-shower (ES).
The personnel of the VBLHEP Accelerator Divi-

sion made a substantial contribution to the accelerator
startup.

The installation of the LHC Damper system [3]
aimed at stabilizing the high-intensity beam against cou-
pled bunch transverse instabilities in a frequency range
from 3 kHz to 20 MHz and at the same time at damp-
ing injection oscillations originating from steering er-
rors has been completed successfully, as well as the
injection kicker ripple.

The LHC beam monitors used during the acceler-
ator startup were produced and installed by JINR.

THE MOST IMPORTANT RESULTS IN PHYSICS

The activities of the COMPASS collaboration in
2009 were concentrated on the two items:

• performing the data taking with a hadron beam;
• analysis of the data obtained with the muon beam

in 2002Ä2007 and with a hadron beam in 2008.
The major obtained results are:
1. A partial wave analysis for the diffractive dis-

sociation of π− into the π−π−π+ ˇnal state [4] has
been performed on a sample of 420 000 events taken
at values of the squared 4-momentum transfer t′ be-
tween 0.1 and 1 GeV2. The well-known resonances
a1(1260), a2(1320), and π2(1670) have been conˇrmed
with record statistics. The collected data have shown a
signiˇcant natural parity exchange production of a res-
onance with spin-exotic quantum numbers JPC = 1−+

at 1.66 GeV decaying to ρπ. The resonant nature of this
wave is evident from the mass-dependent phase differ-
ences to the JPC = 2−+ and 1++ waves. From a mass-
dependent ˇt a resonance mass of (1660±10+0

−64) MeV
and a width of (269±21+42

−64) MeV are deduced (Figs. 2
and 3).

2. In 2009, COMPASS presented a LO evaluation
of helicity densities of valence, Δuv + Δdv nonstrange
sea, Δūv + Δd̄v, and strange quarks, Δs (assumed to
be equal to Δs̄) [5]. They have been obtained from the
inclusive asymmetry A1,d and the semi-inclusive asym-
metries Aπ+

1,d , Aπ−
1,d , AK+

1,d , AK−
1,d measured in polarized

deep inelastic muon-deuteron scattering. The data cover
the range Q2 > 1 GeV2 and 0.004 < x < 0.3. The non-
strange densities are found to be in a good agreement
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Fig. 2. Intensities of major waves 1++ 0+ ρπS (a), 2−+ 0+ f2πS (b), and 2++ 1+ ρπD (c), as well as the intensity of the
exotic wave 1−+ 1+ ρπP (d). The lines represent the result of the mass-dependent ˇt

Fig. 3. Phase differences of the exotic 1−+ ρπP wave to the 1++ 0+ ρπS (a) and the 2−+ 0+ f2πS (b) waves

with previous measurements (Fig. 4). The distribution
of Δs(x) is compatible with zero in the whole measured
range in contrast to the shape of the strange quark he-
licity distribution obtained in most of the LO and NLO
QCD ˇts.

3. The longitudinal polarization transfer from μ to

Λ and Λ̄ hyperons, D
Λ(Λ̄)
LL , has been studied in deep

inelastic scattering on the unpolarized isoscalar tar-
get [6]. The spin transfers to Λ and Λ̄ produced
in the current fragmentation region exhibit different
behaviour as a function of x and xF . The mea-
sured x and xF dependences of DΛ

LL are compat-
ible with zero, while DΛ̄

LL tends to increase with
xF , reaching values of 0.4Ä0.5. The resulting aver-

age values are DΛ
LL = −0.012 ± 0.047 ± 0.024 and

DΛ̄
LL = 0.249± 0.056 ± 0.049 (Fig. 5).
The NA48 Collaboration has started a new pro-

gramme preparation, NA62, at CERN SPS, which is
devoted to study of a very rare decay of charged
kaon into a charged pion and two neutrinos. The
responsibility of JINR in the framework of this
programme is R&D of a straw detector, working in
vacuum and providing a high spatial resolution in track
reconstructions. The activities of the NA48/NA62
collaborations in 2009 were concentrated on two
items:

• R&D on the straw detector;
• analysis of the data obtained in NA48 experiment.
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Fig. 4. The quark helicity distributions evaluated at common value Q2 = 3 GeV2 as a function of x for two sets of fragmentation
functions

Fig. 5. The x (left panel) and xF (right panel) dependence of the longitudinal spin transfer Λ and Λ̄. The shaded bands show
the size of the corresponding systematic errors

The major obtained results are:
1. Preliminary results of the lepton universality

test [7, 8] have been obtained. The branching ratio
PK = Γ(K± → ε±ν)/Γ(K± → μ±ν), which is calcu-
lated in the Standard Model with the excellent accuracy

(RSM
K = (2.477±0.001)·10−5), has been measured with

the record precision, approaching the precision of the
theoretical calculation: RSM

K = (2.500±0.0016) ·10−5.
World results of RK measurement are shown in Fig. 6
together with the preliminary NA62 ones.
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Fig. 6. Summary of RK measurements

2. The 2007Ä2008 experimental data from the ˇrst
straw detector prototype [9] were analyzed to measure
resolution and efˇciency of a straw in different con-
ditions and with different readout electronics. A good

spatial resolution (< 100 μm, see Fig. 7) was obtained
for the region of the straw with a radius larger than
0.5 mm; good efˇciency (> 99%) was obtained in
the inner straw region starting 0.2 mm from the straw
wall.

3. More than 100 million triggers were collected to
choose the optimal gas mixture, electronics usage and
study aging, noises, efˇciency and resolution at high
particle rate. The data analysis is now in progress.

4. A full-scale straw detector design and its integra-
tion into the NA62 experimental setup are in progress.

The results obtained with the data accumulated in
2003Ä2004 in the NA48/2 experiment are:

1. A sample of 7253 K± → π+e+e− decay can-
didates with 1.0% background contamination has been
collected by the NA48/2 experiment at the CERN SPS,
allowing a precise measurement of the decay proper-
ties. The branching ratio in the full kinematic range was
measured to be BR = (3.11 ± 0.12) · 10−7, where the
uncertainty includes also the model dependence. The
shape of the form factor W (z), where z = (Mee/MK)2,
was parameterized according to several models. A pos-
sible CP-violating asymmetry of K+ and K− decay
widths was investigated, and a conservative upper limit
of 2.1 · 10−2 at 90% CL was established.

Fig. 7. Spatial resolution of a straw for different HV vs straw radius

2. Analysis of the cusp phenomena in K± →
π0π0π± and a new measurement of the Ke4 decay
K± → π+π−e±ν wave been done. The most pre-
cise measurements of the pionÄpion scattering lengths
have been obtained on a base of ®cusp effect¯ and Ke4

decay (see Fig. 8).
The JINR physicists participating in the experi-

ments on the detector STAR at the Relativistic Heavy-
Ion Collider (RHIC) at the Brookhaven National Lab-
oratory (BNL) have carried out the following main
tasks:

1. The production of soft photons in the energy in-
terval of 35Ä160 MeV in Au+ Au and d+Au collisions
at

√
sNN = 200 GeV. The substantial excess of photon

production in Au +Au collisions has been found in the
energy interval of 60Ä160 MeV, in contradiction with
the predictions of the HIJING model.

2. Study of the in�uence of deformation of Au197

and U238 nuclei on the elliptic �ow (initial eccentric-
ity and eccentricity �uctuations) in Au +Au and U +U
collisions. It has been found that deformation of Au197

nucleus increases the average eccentricity in central
Au +Au collisions. The average eccentricity and ec-
centricity �uctuations have been studied and predicted
for U+ U collisions [10].

3. Study of femtoscopic correlations and their conse-
quences for particle production dynamics using various
Monte Carlo models [11Ä15].
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Fig. 8. 68% conˇdence level ellipses corresponding to the ˇ-
nal results of the pion scattering lengths measurement (small
solid line ellipse: ˇt with the ChPt constraint; large solid line
ellipse: ˇt using a0−a2 and a2 as independent parameters),
and from Ke4 decay (small dashed line ellipse: ˇt with the
ChPT constraint; large dashed line ellipse: ˇt using a0 and a2

as independent parameters). Vertical lines: central value from
the DIRAC experiment (dotted line) and error limits (dashed
lines). The 1-sigma theoretical band allowed by the ChPT
constraint is shown by the dotted curves

4. A capability of wavelet analysis to study multi-
particle correlations of secondary particles produced in
ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions has been studied.
First, propagation of statistical errors in the wavelet
spectra was estimated by the MC method. It was also
shown how to correct the wavelet spectra for limited
detector efˇciency applying the weighting method.

5. Preliminary analysis of STAR data on charged
and strange neutral hadrons produced in Au+Au colli-
sions at 9.2 GeV has been performed.

6. Experimental data on transverse momentum spec-
tra of hadrons produced in pp and nucleusÄnucleus col-
lisions have been analyzed in the framework of the
z-scaling model.

7. A detailed veriˇcation of the z-scaling has been
performed using the data on hadron production in pp
and pp̄ collisions and the comparison of pQCD; and z-
scaling predictions on asymptotic behaviour of jet pro-
duction have been done [16Ä18].

In 2009 the JINR group participating in the HADES
experiment has performed the following tasks:

• The analysis for dp elastic scattering at large trans-
verse momenta for dp@1.25 GeV data has been per-
formed to study short-range correlations in deuteron.
Analysis of the single and double π production in
np@1.25 GeV has been started.

• The theoretical analysis of the dielectron produc-
tion in the dÄp reaction at the HADES energy was

fulˇlled. Similar analysis was done for the πp reaction
and the predictions for the future HADES measurements
were obtained.

• Upgrade of the drift chambers (plane 2) and front-
end electronics.

INNOVATION

In 2009, different systems for the remote nondam-
aging analysis of forbidden substances were developed
on the basis of the tagged neutron method (TNM). The
main advantage of TNM is in its sensitivity to the el-
ement composition of the hidden substance but not to
the contrast of the substance density as in casual X-ray
introscopes.

TNM has an opportunity to deˇne the time infor-
mation which can be used for selection of the events
during a certain time interval that results in reduc-
ing the background. It has been shown that the us-
age of gamma/alpha coincidences decreases the sig-
nal/background ratio by more than 200 times, which
allows one to determine a small amount of the explo-
sive substance. Fast 14 MeV neutrons are convenient
to use for identiˇcation of the hidden objects because
of their high penetration power. These are especially
efˇcient to check the middle-sized (luggage) and large-
sized (loading container) objects.

In 2009 the work was carried out on the following
projects:

• a stationary system to examine large-sized
loads [19]. A prototype of the system was made, its
characteristics were studied;

• a movable system to examine cars.
Stands for testing alpha detectors, as well as for the

electronics of the data acquisition and gamma detectors,
were developed.

The following patents have been obtained:
• #2008129146 ®A Device for Identiˇcation of the

Hidden Substances¯ Å a patent for the used model;
• #2008141464 ®A Movable Device for Identiˇ-

cation of the Hidden Substances¯ Å a patent for the
invention.
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